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SUMMARY 
For (x > 0, p > 0, a + p? 1, the even functions @ in the Gelfand-Shilov space Si can be complete- 
ly characterized in terms of growth conditions on @ and on its Hankel transform lH,@. 
As a straightforward corollary IH,(S$,,,,) = Sjeeven and the operators IH,IH, yield Weyl’s 
fractional calculus. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Schwartz space S consists of all C”-functions 0 which satisfy 
(0.1) sup Ix%$J”‘(x)\ <a~, k,lE b-lo. 
xtR 
The space S admits a characterization in terms of the decrease at infinity of a 
function 0 and of its Fourier transform E@, cf. [l] or [5]: 
An L, -function @ belongs to S if and only if for all k, 1~ tbl, 
(0.2) sup Ix%(x)l < O3 and sup Ix’(iF@)(x)l cm. 
XSR XSIR 
For o, /3> 0 Gelfand and Shilov introduced the following subspaces of S, cf. [4]: 
If (Y +p< 1, the space Si turns out to be trivial. In [l] it has been proved 
that the spaces Si admit characterizations similar to (0.2): Let @EL,(R). Then 
i 
@ES, iff Bt>o :EC Iexp(tjxI1’n)@(x)I <oo and 
V /ciNo: :g lx’m(x)I < 00. 
@E@ iff Vk;(ENo:~~p Ixk@(x)l<w and 
XER 
(0.4) < 
ZI t>o . * 21 Iexp(flxl”P)(~~)(x)l <w. 
@ES,P iff ZIt,o: su; Iexp(tlxll’a)@(x)l <w and 
3 f>O’ *2: Iexp(tlxI”8)(6~)(x)l <w. 
Consequently, S, tl SD= S/, a result that has already been proved in [6]. Let 
us introduce the Hankel transformation IH, for vr -+ on L,((O, w), y”+! dy) 
by 
(0.5) (~H”~)(~)=~(~Y)~“J”(~Y)@(Y)Y~“+‘&, ~~JX(O,~),Y”+~~Y), x>O, 
here J” denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and of order v. Observe 
that the integral converges absolutely, due to the asymptotic behaviour of the 
Bessel function, J”(t) = O(t”) as tl0 and J”(t) = O(t-1’2) as t + w. Since 
($nt)1’2J_+(t) = cos t, the Hankel transformation IH_+ equals the Fourier- 
cosine transformation. So from (0.2) it follows that an even Lr-function r$ 
belongs to the even subspace S,,,, if and only if 
(0.6) sup Ixk@(x)I < O3 and 
x>o 
sup Ix’(lH_+c$)(x)j < 00, k, IE No. 
x>o 
Now the question arises whether in this characterization IH_+ may be replac- 
ed by an arbitrary IH,. In this paper this problem is solved positively. Also we 
show that the even functions in the Gelfand-Shilov spaces can be characterized 
as in (0.4) with IF replaced by IH, and where the suprema are taken over (0, w). 
As a direct consequence it follows that 
(0.7) lH”(S,,,“,,) = %,, , hG%k) = $,even and W%&,) = $&_,. 
The results in (0.7) are known for O<cr, j?< 1, cf. [2], [3] and [9]. 
1. THE HANKEL TRANSFORMATIONS IH, 
For each v? -+ let X” denote the Hilbert space L,((O, w), y’“+‘dy) with 
norm I/ - /IV. In X”, the Laguerre functions 
(1.1) L?)(x) = ( 2r(n + 1) 
112 
T(n+v+l) > 
e-+x2Lly)(X2), n E No, 
constitute an orthonormal basis, L, (“) denoting the generalized Laguerre 
30 
polynomial of degree n and of order v. From formula 8.9 (5) in [l l] it follows 
that 
(1.2) IH”L’,Y’=(-l)nLjY), HEN,. 
So IH” extends to a unitary operator on X” satisfying IHt = I. We observe that 
if an L, (0, o3)-function @ has the property SU~,.~ Ixk@(x)I < 00 for all k~ IN,, 
then IH”@ is a continuous function on (400). For compositions we prove the 
following result. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let -31,~ <v and let 
~EX”,.=L2((0,Oo),(l+t*)*at*“+‘dt) 
with cr>+(v+ 1). Then IH,@EX, and for almost all x>O, 
(tH,(IH”@))(x) = $=_ 7 @(~)(+x*)“-~-‘<&. 
Y 
PROOF. The proof is divided into three steps. 
Step I. Since IH, is a unitary operator on X” and since X”,, cX,, 
For each x> 0 we estimate 
i I(xt)-“J”(xt)(b(t)t*“+l 1-f: lE"J"(r,lS Iw)lt*“+‘dt 
0 
- 2-v -= T(v ll~ll”,,tS t*“+‘u + t2)-2adt)1’2 
0 
= 2- ( 
*"-lr(2a)-v-l) l/2 
r(2a)I-(v + 1) > 
Il@llv,a. 
Whence we obtain 
I 
d I( *,y*~+~dx< 
2-2”-?-(2o-v- 1) 
(,ff + l)I-(2o)z7v + 1) 
lI~llz,a* 
So IH” is a bounded operator from X”,. into Xfl. 
Step 2. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 
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Substituting t = (1 +x2)/(1 + r2) we obtain for each x> 0 
[ (r2_x2)“-fl-l(1 +r2)-2”r@= =(v-p;;;f;,v+fi) (1 +X2)v-p-2a 
I nv-Pu)wa-v+Pu) 
2z-(2a) ’ 
Moreover, 
$ (9 l~(r)j2(r2-x2)"-~-'(l +<2)2”(dt)x2p+‘dx 
=$ l#J(#(l +r2)““r(i(r’-x’)‘-‘~lx2ii+ldx)d5 
= y--l’;‘;)+ l) Il@llL 
Defining the operator FP, ,, on X,,, by 
(F,,,@)(x)= G 5 @(<)(<2-x2)“-fl-‘<d<, x>o, 
X 
it follows that FP, v is a bounded operator from XV,. into Xp. 
Step 3. First suppose v -p > 1. Then the double integral 
11 (xt)-~‘J,(xt)(tr)-“J,(tr)~(r)rx2”+lt2~+1drdt 
converges absolutely. So interchanging the order of integration in the iterated 
integral for (IH,(IH,c$))(x) and then employing the integral formula (see [8, 
P. lOOI) 
= 2~‘“+‘[r(v-/4-~x~~-“(cp-x~)“-~-l, <>x 
r 0, T<X 
we obtain the wanted integral expression for (IH,(IH,@))(x). 
Next suppose V-PI 1. Let f~D(O,o3), the space of all Cm-functions on 
(0, m) with compact support. Since d/dx(x”+ ‘J,+ 1(x)) =x”+‘J,(x), see [S, 
p. 671, we have 
IH v+l 
Therefore, we obtain from the above 
-2P-v m 
W,W,fMx)= T(v_~+ 1) ~f’W(~2-x2)v-pdL x>O. 
x 
Integrating by parts yields (IH,(IH,f))(x) = (F,,,f)(x), x>O. Since D(O,o3) is 
dense in X,,. and since both IH, IH, and F,,, are bounded from XV,. into Xfl the 
proposition follows. 0 
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(1.4) COROLLARY. Let -+<,ucl<v and let @~L.t(O,oc) satisfy for all k,le IN, 
sup l&W < O3 and 
X,0 
s;“,; Ix’W, @)(x) I < m. 
Then for all x>O 
W&@))(x) = $=_ 5 f#I(~)(+x2)“-~-‘<&& 0 
X 
Finally, we present a lemma which establishes a relation between growth 
properties of IH,@ and ‘HP@ with -+<p<v. 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let v> -+ and let W denote a nondecreasing nonnegative 
function such that (1 +x2)-“- ’ W(x) is nondecreasing on [a, a) for some a > 0. 
Let @J EL, (0,~) such that for all k, I E No 
sup k&W < O3 and 
X20 
;“,t Ix’W,@)(x)l < 03. 
Suppose in addition IH,@ satisfies the growth estimate 
sup Wx)lW,O)(x)l <a~. 
X20 
Then for all p with -+s,u < v and all a>0 
sup (1 +XqM-“-& 
X20 
W(x) I(IH,@)(x)l ~03. 
PROOF. Let -$lpu< v and let c>O. Due to the conditions on @, ‘HP@ is con- 
tinuous. So 
sup Wx)IW,@)(x)l~ WJ)~~P~ IW,@W <a, for all b>O. 
Osxsb << 
Since IH$=I, IH,@ satisfies the conditions stated in Corollary (1.4) and so 
W,@)(x) = G 5 (IH,~)(r)(r’-~~)~-~-“rdr, for all x>O. 
X 
For each xz max{a, l> we have 
(1 +x2)~-“-~ W(x)I(IH,@)(x)I 
2pv+l 
~~(l+~~)“+~-“~(l+~~))-~W(~)~(lH,~)(~)~ - 
JYV-P) x 
. (~2_x2)“-iu-‘~& 
2pv+l 
<---..-(1+X2y-& 
_T(V-P) 
yt I W5W,O)(O > 
. +(I +x2)-4 (1 _t)Y-fl-ltP& 
0 
I 
2+“I-(,U + 1) 
T(v + 1) 
gt / WOW,@)(OI. 0 
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2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF S,,,,, S,,,,,, S& AND S&,, 
As already mentioned we want to replace the Fourier transformation in the 
characterizations (0.2) and (0.4) by a Hankel transformation of arbitrary order 
~2-9. For the space S,,,, we apply the result in [2] that IH,(S,,,,)=S,,,, for 
each vz -3. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let v> -3. An even function @ in L,(lR) belongs to S,,,, if 
and only if for all k, 1 E IN, 
sup I.&WI < 00 and 
X20 
s,“,f: Ix’(lW)(x)l <00. 
PROOF. Let 0 l Ln. Then xk@ is bounded for all k E No. Since also IH,@ E 
S even one side of the equivalence is settled. Conversely, suppose an integrable 
function @ satisfies for all k, I E N,, 
sup IxQNx)I < 03 and 
X20 
;;f: Ix'W,@)Wl < 00. 
Let n~/r.J, and put W(x)=(l+x 2 n’2+v+ ‘. Then W satisfies the conditions ) 
of Lemma (1.5) and therefore, 
sup Ix”(lH_+q9)(x)l ~sup(l +x2)-+-“-+ W(x)I(IH_+#)(x)l <m. 
XSO X20 
Hence @ belongs to S,,,, by (0.6). 0 
In order to obtain similar results for S,,,.,,, S,&,, and S/&,, we first prove 
an auxiliary result. 
(2.2) LEMMA. The differential operator x-l d/dx maps each of the spaces 
S even 3Sa,even, S&, and Sl,,,, into itself. 
PROOF. A simple application of Borel’s theorem shows that @eSeven if and 
only if there exists y E S such that G(x) = w(x2), XE R. Since d/dx maps S into 
S, the operator l/xd/dx maps S,,,, into S,,,,. 
Let @ E S,, even. Then @ E Sa,odd and x-’ @‘E S,,,, . So 
B t>o . ‘2~ lexp(tlxI1’a)x-‘@‘(x)j <oo and 
V *sup Ixk(lF(x-l@‘))(x)/ <m. keMo’ 
XER 
It follows from (0.4) that X-‘@‘ES,,,,,,. 
Let f$ E S,pY,, . Then, according to Lemma 1.2 of [l], 
ZI B>OvkTkNo 3 ,+>oV,EN~:( 5 Irk~“‘(r)12dr)“21AkB’(I!)B. 
-m 
From the expression 
~(~)=~(0)+~~~qb(~)(0)+~x~~(1-t)*@(~)(x~)dt 
0 
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we obtain for each fixed n r 2, 
( > 
$ “[X-‘@(x), =+x+1 -t)Zt”+‘f$(“+4)(Xt)dt 
0 
+(n+&-t) t f$ * n (“+3)(xt)dt+fn(n+2)i(1-t)2t”-1qP+2)(xt)dt. 
0 0 
For j = 0,1,2 we estimate 
(7 Ij(i-t)2tn~*(Xt)j~(~+2+;)(Xt)dt~*dX)1’* 
--m 0 
l(i(l _t)4t*n-3dt)l/*( 7 r*j1~(“+*+j)(r)1*dr)l/* 
0 -cc 
lAjB “+2+j((n+2+j)!)B. 
So there exist C, D> 0 such that 
Noting that x-’ @’ belongs to S,,,, it follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 of [l] 
that x-’ @‘E SLen. Since S&,, = S, eYen rl Si,,, the operator x-’ d/dx maps 
S! WI3 into S&_. 
(2.3) LEMMA. For each m E No, 
IH-i+m(S,,even)=SeaYen,IH-i+m(S~en)=S/l,even,IH-i+m(S~even)=S4qeven. 
PROOF. The recurrence relations (cf. [8], p. 67) 
imply that for all @ES,,,, and all m E IN,, 
Since IH-+(Sa,,,,,)CS&_, and (x-l d/dx)m (S&,)cS& we obtain IH_i+m 
CL,,) C XL,. Similarly, IH-++,G&,) c Sp,,,,, and lH-+ +,,&&) c S&,, . 
Now the statements follow, since lH!++,@=@ for all @ES,,,,. 0 
From the above proof we obtain that for all @ES,,,, 
So applying the preceding lemma and Corollary (1.4) 
(2.4) COROLLARY. The operator xP ’ d/dx is invertible on each of the spaces 
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S even ) S, even9 SLen and S&,,, with 
1 d 
( > 
-1 
- - 0 
x dx 
@=(-l)y t@(t)dt. 
X 
We arrive at the main theorem of this section. 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let a> 0, p>O, let v 2 --+ and let @ be an even integrable 
function on IR. 
(i) @ E&,~“~,, iff GO : =f: lexN-@)@W < 03 and 
VjEjO:sup Ix’(lH,@)(x)I ~03 
X20 
(ii) @ES& iff Vj~~,,:~~ Ix~@(x)~<w and 
B . sup )exp(tx”~)(lH,~)(x)I < 03 I>0 . 
(iii) @ E %&,,, iff GO : s,“,f: 
3 120: sup 
X,0 
I ew(tx l”)@(x)1 <OJ and 
I exp(tx l’p~W,~)(x)~ < 03. 
PROOF. (i) The equivalence follows from (0.4) and Theorem (2.1). 
(ii) Let @ E Se&“. Let m E IN, with m> v+ +. From Lemma (2.3) we have 
IH -+ + m @ E $, even. So there exists r>O such that 
zt lexp(rxl’P)(IH-t+,~)(x)l <a. 
Applying Lemma (1.5) with W(x) =exp(rx’@) we obtain 
of: lexp(rx’@)(l +~~)“-~(lH,@)(x)l< 03. 
Hence for all t, 0 < t < t 
z; Iexp(tx1’8)(IH,~)(x)I < 03. 
Since @ belongs to S, one side of the equivalence is settled. Conversely, suppose 
0 satisfies the stated conditions. Then, by Lemma (1 .S), there exists t> 0 such 
that 
ELI! lexp(tx’@)(l +x2)-“-‘(K+@)(x)/ <OJ. 
So @ E St&” according to (0.4). 
(iii) The proof of this assertion follows from the equality Sieve”= 
s U, even  S,pV,, . cl 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let vz--& and let cr>O, /3>0. Then 
IH,(S,,,,,,) = Geny U%_n) = SLW_, and hC%ven) = $L,, . 
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PROOF. We recall that IH ,(IH,@) = @ for all 0 E S,,,, . 0 
REMARKS. Part of the results stated in the above corollary is known. In [3] it 
is proved that IH,(S~,,,,) = Sg,,,,, +_ -Z a I 1, using properties of the Laguerre 
polynomials. In [9], the assertion that IHY(S&ven)=S&ven is stated in case 
O<cr, p< 1. However a number of proofs in [9] is incorrect. We refer to [lo] 
for correct versions. 
In the set up of a fractional calculus for the differential operator x-l d/dx 
on Seven the Weyl fractional integral operators W12’, A > 0, can be used. These 
operators are defined by 
( w(2’“fm> = & ~f(<,([2-x2)Am1td(, A>O, x>O. 
X 
Corollary (1.4) yields the connection with Hankel transformations on S,,,,, 
IH IH =2p-” W(2, fl v v p(’ -+5/.l<v. 
Thus we obtain a fractional calculus for x-’ d/dx on S,,,, as follows 
and 
1 d -’ 
(--> =e x dx -“KiIH_+IH_++y, ~10. 
The collection of operators {(x-r d/dx)“},, IR establishes a one-parameter 
group on each of the spaces S,,,,, Sa,even, S&,, and S[,“,,. Cf. 171, Ch. 6, for 
related results. 
It may finally be observed that the Hankel transform is a Weyl fractional 
integral transform followed by a Fourier-cosine transform, from which the 
formula in Proposition (1.3) follows for the case that I$ is sufficiently smooth 
and rapidly decreasing. However, more work is needed to obtain the estimates 
in Steps 1 and 2. 
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